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Ethics Is a Living Thing!
AN AESTHETIC REALISM THEATRE COMPANY PRODUCTION OF
ELI SIEGEL’S GREAT 1970 LECTURE ON
Robert Southey’s

WAT TYLER

INCLUDING PERFORMANCE OF THE PLAY

Robert Southey wrote WAT TYLER in 1794. And Eli Siegel, founder of Aesthetic Realism, is the critic to show the importance of this play about the Peasants’ Rebellion of 1381. WAT TYLER is about here and now—about the question, asked by Mr. Siegel, “What does a person deserve by being a person?” He said:

“The ethics of WAT TYLER is a living thing. The neatest presentation of the rights of people is in this play. In its way, WAT TYLER is a minia-
ture masterpiece.”

Cast —
ANNE FIELDING • TIMOTHY LYNCH
BENNETT COOPERMAN • DEREK MALI • ANN RICHARDS
ARNOLD PEREY • DEVORAH TARROW
KAREN VAN OUTRYVE
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